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RESOLUTION RELATED TO THE YSU FUTURE STATE: CRAFTING A 

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FALL 2021 

14TH-DAY ENROLLMENT REPORT, ENROLLMENT TRENDS, AND 

OTHER PERTINENT FACTORS 

 

WHEREAS, after significant campus involvement in the process, the Board of 

Trustees in June 2020 endorsed the Plan for Strategic Actions to Take Charge of 

Our Future (“Plan”); and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board passed a resolution related to Academic Program Review 

implemented as Academic Program Enhancement and Effectiveness that now 

include curricular efficiencies and included in the Plan expectations associated with 

such a process with results that were reported to and approved by the Board in June 

and September, 2021, respectively, requiring taking the steps necessary to finalize 

the sunsetting of such programs; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board passed a resolution related to implementing student success 

support structures and included in the Plan expectations of implementing such 

support structures some of which have now occurred including the Student Success 

Seminar and the enhancement of the organization of student academic advising; 

and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board passed a resolution related to aligning resources with 

strategic priorities and included in the Plan expectations that supported technology 

investments to enhance student recruiting for enrollment and student retention, 

persistence, progress and completion some of which have now occurred including 

implementation of Penguin Pass (degree audit technology) and CRMAdvise 

(holistic student advising technology) anticipating there will be an increase in 

persistence, progress and completion; and 

 

WHEREAS, while academic excellence and student success are foundational to 

the success of the university, athletics and the physical environment are important 

assets associated with the viability and vitality of the university as previously 

resolved during the development of the Plan; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board endorsed a Resolution* related to resources stating that, 

“…investment in ongoing commitments to personnel and the physical environment, 
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without net new revenue, requires the reallocation of current resources, meaning if 

compensation increases, there will be cascading implications…”; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board endorsed a Voluntary Separation and Retirement Program, 

implemented this year pursuant to article 13.2b of the OEA collective bargaining 

agreement, that was designed to support institutional sustainable prosperity, a 

primary Board responsibility; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board has engaged the YSU community in three Future State 

Conversations during 2020-2021 and earlier today held a BOT Future State 

ADVANCE considering a sustainable future related to the inextricable interactions 

of academic vitality, enrollment, and sustainability; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board considered a Report regarding the 14th-day Enrollment for 

Fall 2021 (attached), identified in Article 13 of the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement with the Youngstown State University Chapter of the Ohio Education 

Association. 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that in consideration of the 14th-day 

Enrollment Report for Fall 2021, the trend for decreasing enrollment in previous 

years and potentially, without significant successful actions to reduce the decline, 

similar or worse enrollment declines in future years, and because enrollment is 

related to the academic portfolio both of which directly influence sustainable 

prosperity of Youngstown State University, this Board of Trustees expects the 

following: 

 

• Continued rigorous quality improvement and academic portfolio 

optimization via shared governance as has been exemplified which will 

continue via the Academic Program Enhancement & Effectiveness Initiative 

and the Curricular Effectiveness Initiative anticipating that: 

o recommendations for grow+, grow, sustain, adjust and sunset are 

demonstrably clearly aligned with enrollment optimization as informed 

by the interactions of mission, market, and margin; 

o there are significant reductions in small class sections, the numbers of 

course offerings are reduced to only the number essential for student 

progress and degree completion, thereby optimizing the interactions 

between class section number and class section fill-rates; 

o the percent of undergraduate student credit hours of instruction taught 

by full-time faculty is increased to enhance the quality of the student 

experience via steps including but not limited to reducing the amount of 

time faculty are released from instruction; 

https://ysu.edu/sites/default/files/institutional-research/ADA_Preliminary%20Enrollment%20Summary%2014th%20Day%20Fall%202021%20Combined.pdf
https://ysu.edu/sites/default/files/institutional-research/ADA_Preliminary%20Enrollment%20Summary%2014th%20Day%20Fall%202021%20Combined.pdf
https://ysu.edu/sites/default/files/users/aayanniello/2020-2023%20YSU-OEA%20Collective%20Bargaining%20Agreement%20-%20Signed.pdf
https://ysu.edu/sites/default/files/users/aayanniello/2020-2023%20YSU-OEA%20Collective%20Bargaining%20Agreement%20-%20Signed.pdf
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o the numbers of majors relative to the faculty full-time equivalent in 

consideration of substantially reducing part-time instruction is 

achieved; 

o the economic viability of maintaining all of the undergraduate and 

graduate level majors and degrees that currently exist is directly aligned 

with optimizing the academic portfolio and quality of instruction;  

o the opportunities associated offering additional online courses and 

programs are thoroughly assessed and implemented as deemed 

appropriate; and 

• While there is no net new revenue, there continues to be investment via 

disinvestment in faculty positions of the most appropriate classification to 

support the vitality of the optimized academic portfolio including: 

o engagement in supporting faculty via the Institute for Teaching and 

Learning to enhance the quality of teaching for enhanced learning 

including attention to the diversity, equity and inclusion objectives; 

o academic leadership is provided development opportunities to improve 

the effectiveness of each academic program; and  

• The academic priorities are aligned with achieving distinction such as: 

o the emergence of clearly identified areas of intentional research 

distinction with the scholarship of teaching as a distinction; and 

o a redesigned transformative “general” educational experience that has 

the potential to be a model of distinction to be implemented no later than 

fall 2023 including minimizing and preferably eliminating stranded 

credit hours; and 

• Continued diligence to align the activities of the academic support areas to 

advance the Plan and the academic agenda by: 

o refining and implementing mission, attributes and quality of service 

objectives; 

o engaging in an assessment of the strategic distribution of resources 

across the academic support areas to optimize achieving the goals and 

objectives of the Plan, using already implemented processes for 

strategic position allocation as well as data already available to assess 

such resource allocations; and 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: 

 

• Progress will be reported to the Board of Trustees at each subsequent 

meeting, including an update on such matters by the chair of the Academic 

Senate, until it is determined that such updates are no longer essential; 
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• At the December 2021 meeting of the Board of Trustees there will be more 

clearly identified objectives and timeframes for achieving academic program 

effectiveness and curricular efficiency; 

• The president, provost and administration have the authority and full support 

of the Board to effectively implement these expectations considering the 

Board Resolution on Shared Governance as intersecting with 

administration’s responsibilities associated with consequential decision-

making; 

• To Take Charge of Our Future the academic leadership of each college will 

collaborate with the Office of Academic Affairs and at minimum, convene 

college-wide sessions of academic program faculty at least once per 

semester to implement the Plan; and 

 

BE IT ALSO RESOLVED THAT: 

 

• The Board expresses its confidence that faculty and staff engagement 

activating these expectations will impact and influence the objectives to be 

achieved: sustainable prosperity that is directly related to academic vitality 

that realizes optimal enrollment preserving fiscal integrity without which 

significant adjustments to the academic portfolio will be made. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Board of Trustees 

October 25, 2021 

2021 - 23 
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*YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES’ RESOLUTION RELATED TO STRATEGIC ALLOCATION, REALLOCATION, AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
RESOURCES TO TAKE CHARGE OF OUR FUTURE, March 5, 2020 
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